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Abstract

AI painting has recently come into public view, improving the efficiency of users’ creations. At present, the research and application of popular products such as characters and landscapes are more, but the research of Miao batik patterns is lacking. Therefore, this paper studies the style transfer of batik patterns from two aspects. First, a local style transfer model of batik patterns with enhanced edges is proposed. The loss function is composed of local content loss, local style loss and Laplacian loss, and the generated images have good performance in detail texture and color space. The other is to use the existing model in the AI painting tool Stable Diffusion for style transfer of batik patterns. It performs well in running time and memory occupation, but the generated image cannot inherit the style and content images well in color and detail.
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1 Introduction

Miao costume patterns are an important carrier of Miao culture. Their patterns are characterized by the interweaving of fantasy and truth, and the combination of abstract and concrete techniques, giving people a free, flexible, and imaginative visual experience [1]. In the past, pattern design was completed by textile computer-aided design software [2, 3]. However, with the development of computer technology, more research has shifted towards applying deep learning to the field of textile and garment [4-6]. Therefore, the style transfer between Miao clothing pattern images and artistic style images can better generate novel artistic patterns and realise innovative designs of patterns. It plays an important role in the inheritance and development of Miao costume culture.

Style transfer technology based on deep learning is a new means of image processing; its main task is to transfer the style of one image to another. At present, there are three main types of style transfer techniques: Style transfer based on VGG (Visual Geometry Group) [7], image generation based on GAN (Generative Adversarial Network) [8] and image generation based on Diffusion [9]. Style transfer based on the VGG model is proposed by Gatys, which extracts...
advanced abstract features of images through a pre-trained VGG model to realize distribution matching of feature space as well as constructed Gram matrix as the representation of image style features. By iteratively optimizing the initial white noise image, the differences of content features and style features between the generated image and the input image are minimized, and image style transfer is realized. Subsequently, the style transfer technology based on VGG has received extensive attention and research [10,11]. This kind of algorithm can well represent the style. However, the details and depth information of the content are difficult to retain, and it relies on the feature extraction network with huge parameters. Gan-based image generation was proposed by Goodfellow, which makes the generative network G and the discriminative network D compete with each other. G is committed to generating fake data, and D is committed to identifying fake data. Many researchers have used generative adversarial networks for image style transfer [12,13]. This algorithm can make images’ style transfer effect more realistic. However, the stability of the model is not high, prone to mode collapse or low-quality output, and it needs to rely on a large amount of data and carefully adjust the hyperparameters and loss function. Diffusion-based image generation was first proposed by Jascha [14], and the DDPM (Denoising Diffusion Probabilistic Models) model proposed by Jonathan [15] in 2020 has shown excellent results in image generation tasks. Diffusion models receive much attention and have gradually replaced GAN as the mainstream. Its basic principle is to gradually add Gaussian noise, namely labels, to the original image in the forward process to help the neural network learn denoising, to gradually predict the target distribution in the backward process to obtain the denoised image. Diffusion models can also be used for style transfer of images [16,17]. These algorithms can generate high-quality images in a continuous latent space but require a large model capacity.

The research on style transfer technology of traditional clothing patterns has just started in recent years, mainly focusing on the original generation of traditional patterns. For example, Hou applied style transfer technology to generate cross-stitch technology of Miao clothing patterns [18]. Deng proposed an improved neural style transfer algorithm, which realised the transfer of brocade style to any content image [19]. In the innovative generation of traditional patterns, Zeng used two rapid style transfer techniques to transfer traditional Xilankapu patterns and icons to generate patterns with modern pattern semantics and strong traditional Xilankapu geometric style [20]. Wu proposed ClothGAN, which uses generative adversarial networks to generate new clothing styles and then uses style transfer algorithms to obtain Dunhuang style patterns [21]. However, due to traditional patterns’ complex structure and variable lines, there is a high demand for details and textures in style transfer. However, current research in the field of innovative generation of traditional patterns mostly focuses on the transfer of different styles, and lacks improvement in the clarity of generated pattern textures.

The current image style transfer algorithm has problems with blurry edge details and uneven color in Miao batik pattern synthesis. Therefore, based on the original transfer model, this paper proposes a local style transfer method of batik pattern based on edge enhancement, which can effectively improve the effect of local pattern transfer and edge detail enhancement. In addition, this paper applies the open source tool Stable Diffusion to carry out the style transfer of Miao batik patterns on the existing model, and compares and analyzes the generation effect, to obtain the appropriate parameter Settings, which provides reference for users of this tool. In short, the generation of innovative patterns through style transfer technology can provide creative inspiration for professional designers and improve efficiency, but also be applied to clothing textiles through industrial ways such as printing and dyeing, broadening the transmission channels of Miao patterns.
2 Local Style Transfer of Batik Pattern Based on Edge Enhancement

2.1 Methodology

Since Gatys proposed a style transfer model based on convolutional neural network, neural network has been widely used in image feature extraction because of its fast extraction of high-level abstract features and strong semantic representation ability. In this paper, only the pattern itself is transferred in style, and the current image style transfer algorithm has problems such as blurred edge details and uneven colors in the synthesis of Miao batik patterns. Therefore, the mask map of the target area is used as the conditional input to improve the mixing of front and back scenes of the batik pattern transfer effect map. Two processing methods, Laplacian loss and edge information superposition, are also used to solve the problem of unclear edges of the pattern.

The basic steps of the style transfer method of batik pattern based on edge enhancement are as follows [22], and the specific flow chart is shown in Fig. 1.

![Flow chart of the local style transfer algorithm of batik pattern based on edge enhancement](image)

Fig. 1: Flow chart of the local style transfer algorithm of batik pattern based on edge enhancement

1. Input content image \( P_c \), style image \( P_s \), mask of content image;
2. Initialize the output image \( P_o \), and generally initialize the output image as a content graph;
3. Iterative cycle: calculate local content loss \( L_{lc} = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{l \in \{l_i\}} (F_l(P_c) - F_l(P_o))^2 \), calculate local style loss \( L_{ls} = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{l \in \{l_s\}} (G_l(P_s) - G_l(P_o))^2 \), calculate Laplacian loss \( L_{lap} = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{l \in \{l_c\}} |D(F_l(P_c)) - D(F_l(P_o))| \), calculate total loss \( L_{total} = \alpha L_{lc} + \beta L_{ls} + \gamma L_{lap} \), and then update the output image \( P_o \);
4. Extract the edge information of the content image and overlay it into the output image;
5. Output the image.
2.2 Experimental Results and Analysis

2.2.1 Experimental Environment

The experiments in this paper were run on a desktop computer with an Inter(R) Core(TM) i7-12700KF 3.60 GHz processor, 32 GB memory, and NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3090 graphics card. With batik pattern as the content image and modern design image as the style map, the shortest side size of the picture was set as 224 pixels, Adam model optimizer was adopted, the number of iterations is 2000, the learning rate was set as $3 \times 10^{-3}$, the content loss layer was selected as ‘conv4-2’, and the style loss layer was selected as ‘con1-1’, ‘conv2-1’, ‘conv3-1’, ‘conv4-1’, ‘conv5-1’. The experimental results show that the migration effect is better when the weights of style loss layers are set as 1, 0.8, 0.5, 0.3 and 0.1, and coefficient $\alpha$, $\beta$ and $\gamma$ are set as $1, 1 \times 10^5$ and $5 \times 10^3$.

2.2.2 Comparative Analysis

To verify the effectiveness and feasibility of the proposed method, the same content and style loss weight of the proposed method, original migration algorithm and local migration algorithm are used to generate migration effect diagrams. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 2. As can be seen from Fig. 2(c), the contour of the composite image generated directly by the original migration model is fuzzy, and the migration of the rear scene restricts the migration of the foreground to a certain extent, resulting in the migration effect cannot be concentrated on the foreground. After adding the mask map to use local loss, the migration effect has been significantly improved, as shown in Fig. 2(d). However, there are still problems, such as unclear detail lines and uneven color distribution. In this paper, based on local losses, Laplacian losses and edge information superposition processing are added to generate the graph, as shown in Fig. 2(e). It can be seen that the overall line details of the butterfly, bird pattern and pomegranate pattern are significantly enhanced, and the color distribution is uniform and clean.

![Fig. 2: Comparison of experimental results: (a) Content image; (b) Style image; (c) Original algorithm; (d) Local style transfer algorithm; (e) Algorithm of this paper](image-url)
2.2.3 Objective Evaluation

There are several methods to objectively evaluate the effect of image stylized: structure similarity (SSIM), peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and mean squared error (MSE) [23]. To comprehensively evaluate the migration effect, SSIM, PSNR and MSE values were calculated between the content graph with mask and the generated graph, and the results are shown in Table 1. It can be found that the structural similarity average of the generated graph obtained by the optimization algorithm is 0.8876, which increases by 18.19%, the peak signal-to-noise ratio is 20.358, which increases by 14.03%, and the mean squared error is 0.0184, which decreases by 47.83%. The results of this study show that the proposed optimization algorithm can effectively achieve style transfer of batik patterns, improve performance in terms of structural similarity, peak signal-to-noise ratio and mean square error, and improve visual quality.

Table 1: Quantitative statistical results of stylized experiments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SSIM</th>
<th></th>
<th>PSNR</th>
<th></th>
<th>MSE</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.704</td>
<td>0.682</td>
<td>0.860</td>
<td>14.580</td>
<td>13.729</td>
<td>18.270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.847</td>
<td>0.834</td>
<td>0.918</td>
<td>19.679</td>
<td>18.502</td>
<td>21.501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.701</td>
<td>0.715</td>
<td>0.862</td>
<td>17.306</td>
<td>17.846</td>
<td>21.510</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 Style transfer of batik pattern based on Stable Diffusion

Stability AI officially released stable Diffusion in August 2022. Its open source has greatly reduced the threshold for users to create AIGC (AI Generated Content), attracting widespread attention and public use. Stable Diffusion has a strong understanding of generating contemporary art images and is good at depicting the details of images. However, to restore these details, it needs very complex and detailed instructions in image description, which is more suitable for generating complex graphics with more creative details. It may be slightly weak in creating ordinary images. The characteristics of Miao costume patterns are creative, and the specific objects are disassembled to form a new artistic image and aesthetic space, which is rich in imagination and creativity. Therefore, in theory, Stable Diffusion is suitable for style transfer of Miao costume patterns.

3.1 Methodology

The technical basis of Stable Diffusion comes from the Latent Diffusion Model [26]. At the same time, CLIP (Contrastive Language-Image Pretraining) is used as the text encoder to enable the model to understand the semantic relationship between images and text. There is also the option of using the ControNet neural network model to control the inputs to the model, and influence and correct the results of the stable diffusion model.

In the Stable Diffusion WebUI interface, there are two innovative image generation methods, txt2img and img2img, both of which can accept the input of ControNet model. To implement
style migration, ControNet needs to select the Shuffle preprocessor to implement style migration and the Lineart preprocessor to constrain the outline of the image. On this basis, we need to select the existing base model and VAE model and adjust the relevant parameter Settings, including the number of iteration steps, sampling method, redraw size, prompt word lead coefficient, redraw amplitude, etc. Therefore, the control variable method is used to compare and analyze the different parameter Settings in order to find the parameter configuration suitable for the style transfer of batik pattern.

3.2 Experimental Results

Using the same model and parameter Settings, compare txt2img and img2img, and the result is shown in Fig. 3. It can be seen that txt2img results (a) have randomness and uneven color distribution; img2img (a) can perform style transfer by uploading a mask, which can only be done on the pattern part of the image. Therefore, img2img is suitable for the needs of this paper.

![Fig. 3: Style transfer effect comparison: (a) txt2img generated image; (b) img2img generated image](image)

At present, most of the existing basic models are aimed at figures and landscapes, and there is no model aimed at Miao batik patterns. Therefore, this paper compares the commonly used universal large models, including deliberate-v2, stable-diffusion-v1-5, bp_mk3, anything-v5-PrtRE, etc. The commonly used VAE models include None, ClearVAE, and vae-ft-mse-840000-ema-pruned, and the generation effect comparison is shown in Fig. 4. It can be seen that the rose red color which does not exist in the style image appears in the eyes of fish, and the color distribution is uneven. Comprehensive analysis shows that the effect is better when the basic model is stable-diffusion-v1-5 and the VAE model is vae-ft-mse-840000-ema-pruned.

There are more than 20 sampling methods in Stable Diffusion WebUI. Euler a, DPM++ 2M Karras and DPM++ 2M SDE Karras are found to be effective by preliminary comparison. The value of the redraw amplitude is 0-1. After preliminary comparison, it is found that the closer the value is to 1, the closer the image is to the style image, and the closer the value is to 0, the more similar it is to the content image. The preliminary limit value range is 0.4-0.6. The sampling method and redrawing amplitude are further compared, as shown in Fig. 5. It is found that the Euler a sampling method is better than the DPM sampling method, and the best results are obtained when the redraw amplitude is 0.55.

The number of iteration steps is generally 20-50. Under the above parameter configuration, the generation effect is compared when the number of steps is 20, 30, 40, and 50, respectively. It is
found that there is little difference in the effect of graph generation. To save time, the number of iteration steps is 30.

Finally, the minimum values of the height and width of the image were set to 512, the Batch count to 3, and the Batch size to 3, and 9 images were generated to view the generation effect, as shown in Fig. 6. It can be found that only 2 of the 9 pictures have a good effect, there is a problem of uneven color distribution, and it is easy to appear colors that do not exist in the style
After the comparison of the above experiments, it can be concluded that when the style transfer of batik pattern is achieved by using Stable Diffusion WebUI, the specific operation method is as follows: upload the content image and corresponding mask in the Inpaint upload interface of img2img. The Shuffle and Lineart preprocessors in ControNet were configured. The basic model was stable-diffusion-v1-5, the VAE model was vae-ft-mse-840000-ema-pruned, the sampling method was Euler a, and the redrawing amplitude was 0.55. The number of iteration steps is 30. After multiple batches of image generation, the desired image can be obtained.

### 3.3 Comparative Analysis

The effect of Stable Diffusion and the local style transfer method of batik pattern based on edge enhancement are compared and analyzed for multiple groups of images, as shown in Fig. 7. It can be seen that when Stable Diffusion is used for style transfer of swirls, yin-yang fish and butterfly mother patterns. The color of the generated image differs from the style image, and the local details are different, but the overall visual appearance is strong. When using edge-enhanced local style transfer, the generated image can well inherit the color of the style image and preserve the detail structure of the content image. The symmetrical structure of the image can also maintain symmetry in color.

Regarding running time and memory usage, Stable Diffusion shows a strong ability. When processing the image of 512 × 512 pixels, the memory usage is about 7 G, and the image can be generated for 10 s, while the VGG model needs to consume more computing resources. To process an image of the same size, the memory consumption is about 13 G for 2000 iterations. It takes about 15 minutes to generate the image.

The comprehensive comparison shows that although the local style transfer of batik pattern based on edge enhancement takes a long time, the quality of the generated image can balance the structure of the content image and the color of the style image, and the generated results are stable. Local style transfer of batik pattern based on Stable Diffusion can quickly generate multiple images, but it needs to adjust more parameters, which is easy to produce colors that do not exist in the style image, and the generated results are not stable enough.
Fig. 7: Effect comparison: (a) Content map; (b) Style diagram; (c) Style transfer of batik pattern based on Stable Diffusion; (d) Local style transfer of batik pattern based on edge enhancement

**4 Conclusion**

In this paper, two deep learning methods are used to transfer the style of batik patterns. The first is to propose a local style transfer algorithm of batik patterns based on edge enhancement, which effectively solves the problems of color mixing, edge line blurring, and uneven color distribution in the front and back scenes in the process of batik pattern style transfer. However, the VGG19 model takes a long time to train and takes up a large memory when dealing with reresolution images. The other is to use the existing model in the open source platform Stable Diffusion for batik pattern style transfer. This method has high efficiency and relatively small memory occupancy, but the quality of the generated image is not high, and it can not be very compatible with the details of the content image and the color of the style image. Therefore, subsequent improvements can be made from two aspects: one is to reduce the training time of VGG19, and the other is to use Stable Diffusion to train models belonging to Miao batik patterns.
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